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The most powerful terminology management system on the market

Web-based  Open architecture  Easy administration  Visuals and sounds
TermWeb in brief...

- Multilingual, Multimedia
- Cloud-based since 2004
- Standards-based TBX, ISO639
- @FujiXerox, Novell, SAS Institute, Scania, SDI Media, SIS, Xerox, VMware...
- Offices in Europe, North America and Asia
Focus on TERMINOLOGY

- software development
- extraction
- database administration
- consulting
Introducing:
The Workflow World of TermWeb
"The abominable terminology web"
Integrates with content and translation management systems...

...and many more
Challenges

No standard for

- integration with different tools (different APIs, different technologies)
- term identification in web and other content (php, asp, html, java, .net, MS Word files...)
- term tagging (i.e. do not translate terms; brand names)
- contextual and other term related information.
- term matching in translation memories and different CAT tools.
Welcome to TermWeb

Get in touch:

- info@termweb.com
- Interverbumtech.com
- +46 13 32 98 40 or any other office